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YUMMY MUMMY

Vital Baby has everything in their Award 
Winning range that a family needs to 
feed their little one from birth through 
to the toddler years. The Vital Baby 

8 Piece Start Weaning Kit has WOWED over the 
last year, winning not only GOLD in the Prima 
Baby Awards but also GOLD in the 2017 Mother 
& Baby Awards. To compliment Vital Baby ’s 
Award Winning feeding range, the 2 in 1 Steam 
and Blend has been launched. Steaming is the ideal 
way to make your baby’s food as fewer nutrients 
are lost and fruits and vegetables retain more of  
their wonderful flavours and colours. Steaming and 
blending in the same jug has the added advantage of  
saving time and washing up and we know all parents 
appreciate that! 

Working with their In-House Weaning Expert, 
Dr Rana Conway, Vital Baby have exclusive recipes 
that ensure that the 2 in 1 Steam and Blend makes 
life easier and healthier for your little ones. Once 
you have made your meals in the 2 in 1 Steam and 
Blend, you can divide your creation into portions 
by using one of  their many storage solutions. Vital 
Baby has many options for storing and freezing 
food from 1oz portion Press ‘n’ Pop Mini Freezer 
Pots to larger pots such as 2oz Twist ‘n’ Lock 
Freezer Pods with Tray or the large 6oz Prep and 
Go Food Pots. Whatever stage baby’s weaning is 
at, Vital Baby has a solution. Vital Baby’s Multi-
Award winning, clever UnbelievabowlTM suctions 
onto any smooth, flat surface and is now also 

BEST FOR BaBy

available with a spare bowl designed to work with 
the suction base, a lid and hygienic spoon cover. 
It really works!!! As well as a colourful, innovative 
and fun feeding range, Vital Baby have an extensive 
range of  cups, including a range of  non-spill trainer 
cups which have been designed to grow as baby 
grows and each includes a smooth flow, non-spill 
VitalValveTM which can be easily removed for free 
flow drinking and cleaning.

Vital Baby products are designed by parents for 
parents to ensure baby get’s the best start in life!   
Visit www.vitalbaby.co.uk to view their fabulous 
and extensive range of  products.

“Vital Baby products 
are designed by 

parents for parents”


